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  1. From which mythology does the term the Golden Age come?

Egyptian mythology

Roman mythology

Greek mythology

2. What was one of the characteristics of the Golden Age?

People suffered a lot due to diseases

Peace and harmony was present and people lived to a very old age

There were many wars and famines

3. Who presided the Golden Age?

Apollo

Cronus

Zeus

4. In Hesiod's version, how has the Golden Era ended?

When the Titan Prometheus conferred on mankind the gift of fire and all the other arts

When Zeus decided to kill the gods and goddesses

When a series of changes with the gods took place that led to a new era

5. According to a Greek tradition, where in Greece has the Golden Age originated?

Crete

Epirus
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Arcadia

6. According to the Hindu culture, what is the name of an era or epoch?

Krita

Kali

Yuga

7. What age are we currently living according to Hindu culture?

Satya Yuga

Kali Yuga

Dvapara Yuga

8. According to the bible, which character gets a succession of dreams where the ages are shown?

David

Salomon

Nebuchadnezzar

9. In which of these fields is the term "Golden Age" used?

Golden Age of Television

Golden Age of Radio

Both are thrue

10. What was the average life expectancy of a human being in Treta Yuga?

100,000 years

10,000 years

100 years
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The Golden Age Quiz: questions and answers

Right answers

  1. From which mythology does the term the Golden Age come?
  Greek mythology
  2. What was one of the characteristics of the Golden Age?
  Peace and harmony was present and people lived to a very old age
  3. Who presided the Golden Age?
  Cronus
  4. In Hesiod's version, how has the Golden Era ended?
  When the Titan Prometheus conferred on mankind the gift of fire and all the other arts
  5. According to a Greek tradition, where in Greece has the Golden Age originated?
  Arcadia
  6. According to the Hindu culture, what is the name of an era or epoch?
  Yuga
  7. What age are we currently living according to Hindu culture?
  Kali Yuga
  8. According to the bible, which character gets a succession of dreams where the ages are shown?
  Nebuchadnezzar
  9. In which of these fields is the term "Golden Age" used?
  Both are thrue
  10. What was the average life expectancy of a human being in Treta Yuga?
  10,000 years
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